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Direct TV Remote Control Instruction Sheet*
To watch satellite TV : Using the DirecTV remote control turn on the TV by pressing the
“TV Power” button.
Component “FUNCTION”:
sets remote to control a
NEXT: Press the “TV INPUT” button at the top left corner of the
particular device.
remote to select the proper input on the TV.
The Input you need to find is called:
.
You should be seeing your satellite picture now. If you do not have a
picture try pressing the “PWR” button to turn on the satellite receiver.
Make sure the “FUNCTION” slide switch is in the Direct TV position
(all the way to the left). Use the remote in the usual This ON button turns the TV
On . The OFF button turns the
way.
TV and satellite receiver off.
To watch cable: Turn on the TV as described above. Slide the
“FUNCTION” switch all the way to the right. Press the “Channel Up”
button and the TV will change to it’s regular
Basic TRANSPORT functions for
cable tuner or the “TV INPUT” button until you DVD, VCR, and DirectTV DVR
find this input: “
.
Use the remote in the usual way.
Watching a DVD:
Using the DirecTV remote control turn on the TV by pressing the “TV
Power” button.
NEXT: Press the “TV INPUT” button at the
TV’s Volume Control
top left corner of
the remote to select the proper
input on the TV.
Now: Slide the “FUNCTION” switch to the “AV1” position. The
transport controls will control the basic function of your DVD player.
For more DVD player controls use the remote control that came
with the DVD player.
To turn things off:
Pressing the “OFF” button will turn off the TV and satellite receiver.
Move the “FUNCTION” slide switch to the “AV1” position and press
the “PWR” button to turn off the DVD player.
Note: The satellite receiver may remain on all the time.
Resetting a satellite receiver:
Your Direct TV Satellite receive may occasionally need to be reset. Open the little door in the
lower right front of the satellite receiver. Press the red button. In a few minutes the unit
should return to proper working order.
*This is a general instruction sheet. The exact operation of your equipment may vary depending on your particular installation.

